Large scale knowledge graph embedding has attracted much attention from both academia and industry in the field of Artificial Intelligence. However, most existing methods concentrate solely on fact triples contained in the given knowledge graph. Inspired by the fact that logic rules can provide a flexible and declarative language for expressing rich background knowledge, it is natural to integrate logic rules into knowledge graph embedding, to transfer human knowledge to entity and relation embedding, and strengthen the learning process. In this paper, we propose a novel logic rule-enhanced method which can be easily integrated with any translation based knowledge graph embedding model, such as TransE [3] . We first introduce a method to automatically mine the logic rules and corresponding confidences from the triples. And then, to put both triples and mined logic rules within the same semantic space, all triples in the knowledge graph are represented as first-order logic. Finally, we define several operations on the firstorder logic and minimize a global loss over both of the mined logic rules and the transformed first-order logics. We conduct extensive experiments for link prediction and triple classification on three datasets: WN18, FB166, and FB15K. Experiments show that the rule-enhanced method can significantly improve the performance of several baselines. The highlight of our model is that the filtered Hits@1, which is a pivotal evaluation in the knowledge inference task, has a significant improvement (up to 700% improvement).
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs such as Freebase 1 [1] , Wordnet 2 [15] and YAGO 3 [23] play a pivotal role in many Artificial Intelligence related tasks, such as web search, automatic question answering systems, etc. A knowledge graph is a multi-relational data composed of entities as nodes and relations as different types of edges. A fact triple is stored in the form of (head entity, relation, tail entity) (denoted as (h, r, t)), e.g., (Washington, isCapitalof, USA). Although a significant number of large scale knowledge graphs have been constructed, the symbolic nature of such triples makes knowledge graph hard to manipulate, especially in knowledge inference tasks [8] .
Recently, a new approach, namely knowledge graph embedding, has been proposed to handle the symbolic nature problems. The goal of the knowledge graph embedding is to embed a knowledge graph into a continuous vector space while preserving certain properties of the original graph [3, 4, 6, 22, 29] . For example, the entity h (or t) is represented as a point h (or t) in vector space, and the relation r is represented as a translation operation r in the same vector space. The embedding representations contain rich semantic information of entities and relations, and global knowledge graph information.
However, most existing methods [3, 27] concentrate solely on fact triples contained in the given knowledge graph but not on other background knowledge. Logic rules provide a flexible and declarative language for expressing structured and rich background knowledge [9] . It is therefore desirable to integrate logic rules into knowledge graph embedding, to transfer human knowledge to entity and relation embedding, and strengthen the learning process. Recently, Wang et al. [25] and Wei et al. [28] attempted to leverage the rules into the knowledge graph embedding. However, the rules are used in the post-processing step, which is separate from the knowledge graph embedding process. Guo et al. [8] first proposed jointly embedding rules and triples. However, they manually selected the rules in the rule mining process, and they did not represent rules and triples in the same space. Although these models are effective in the experiments, there are three limitations in most of the models.
(1) The logic rules are underused in most knowledge graph embedding models.
(2) Rules need to be manually selected, which leads to the fact that it is hard to extend these methods to a large scale knowledge graph. (3) Rule are encoded in the form of true value, which leads to the one-to-many mapping phenomenon. For example, one encoding form can map several rules including correct and incorrect rules. (4) Algebraic operations of logic symbols are inconsistent in triples and rules. Thus, it is hard to efficiently jointly embed the rules and the knowledge graph.
In this paper, we propose a novel logic rule-enhanced method which can be easily integrated with any translation based knowledge graph embedding model, such as TransE [3] . Firstly, we introduce a method to automatically mine the logic rules and the corresponding confidences from the triples. In general, rules are composed by several components. In this paper, we consider three types of rules: inference rules, transitivity rules, and antisymmetry rules. Inference rules denote that one relation can imply another relation where the former relation could be a subproperty of the latter relation. Transitivity rules denote the combination of two relations can imply the third relation. Antisymmetry rules denote one relation can imply another relation which has opposite meaning. Only rules with confidences greater than a threshold are used in our rule-enhanced knowledge graph embedding. To make the algebraic operations consistency between triples and rules, we propose to map all of the triples and rules into first-order logics. For example, a triple (h, r, t) can be represented as r (h) ⇒ t. To guarantee the encoding form of a rule and the rule have one-toone mapping relation, we propose a general interaction operation for rules to make the components within rules directly interact in the vector space. Finally, we define operations for all of the logical symbols used in the transformed first-order logic. A global loss over the transformed first-order logics is minimized in the knowledge graph embedding process.
We evaluate our rule-enhanced method on link prediction and triple classification on three datasets: WN18, FB166, and FB15K. Experiments show that our proposed rule-enhanced method can significantly improve the performance of several baseline models. Particularly, the filtered Hits@1, which is a pivotal evaluation in the knowledge inference task, has a great improvement (up to 700% improvement). To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel logic rule-enhanced method which can be easily integrated with any translation based knowledge graph embedding model. (2) We introduce a method to automatically mine logic rules and corresponding confidences from the triples in a given knowledge graph. (3) We propose to transform the triples and logic rules into the same first-order logic space and encode the rules in the vector space. (4) Experiments show that our method brings a great improvement in the filtered Hits@1 evaluation.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first give a formal definition of the knowledge graph embedding. A knowledge graph G is defined as a set of triples K = (h, r, t), with each triple composed of two entities h, t ∈ E and their corresponding relation r ∈ R. E denotes the entity vocabulary in G and R denotes the relation vocabulary in G. h denotes the head entity of a triple and t denotes the tail entity of a triple. The goal of knowledge graph embedding is to learn the embedding representations of entities and relations for easily computing in continuous space, e.g., computing the similarity of two entities. We use bold letters h, r, t to denote the embedding of h, r, t, where h, r, t ∈ R d .
RULE EXTRACTION
We introduce three types of rules, which are used in our proposed model.
• Rule 1 (inference rule). An inference rule is in the form of ∀h, t : (h, r 1 , t) ⇒ (h, r 2 , t). The relation r 1 can imply relation r 2 , which denotes that any two entities linked by r 1 should also be linked by r 2 . For example, (Washington, isCapitalof, USA) ⇒ (Washington, isLocatedin, USA). An inference rule is directed. We define the relation r 2 to be the concept of the relation r 1 (r 1 is an instance of r 2 ).
• Rule 2 (transitivity rule). A transitivity rule is in the form of ∀e 1 , e 2 , e 3 : [(e 1 , r 1 , e 2 ) + (e 2 , r 2 , e 3 ) ⇒ (e 1 , r 3 , e 3 )].
The orderly conjunction of relation r 1 and relation r 2 can imply relation r 3 . The transitivity rule denotes that if e 1 and e 2 are linked by relation r 1 and e 2 and e 3 are linked by relation r 2 , e 1 and e 3 will be linked by relation r 3 . For example, (George W. Bush, Nationality, USA) + (USA, Official_Language, English) ⇒ (George W. Bush, Language, English).
• Rule 3 (antisymmetry rule). An antisymmetry rule is in the form of ∀h, t : (h, r 1 , t) ⇔ (t, r 2 , h). The relation r 1 can imply the antisymmetry relation r 2 , which denotes that two relations r 1 and r 2 are antisymmetrical. For example, (apple, hypernym, fruit) ⇔ (fruit, hyponym, apple). An antisymmetry rule is undirected. As shown in Figure 1 , the input of this framework is triples of the knowledge graph G, and the output is the ground rules of the three types with corresponding scores. There are three steps in this framework.
Rule Sample Extraction
In this step, we extract the rule samples from given triples. Here, we define the rule samples as the triple combinations that meet the conditions of rules. For example, a rule 1 sample composed the ID 1 triple and ID 2 triple in the "Rule 1 Samples" table of Figure 1 can meet the inference rule because the two triples have the same head entity and tail entity; a rule 2 sample composed of the ID 1 triple, ID 3 triple and ID 4 triple in the "Rule 2 Samples" table of Figure 1 can meet the transitivity rule because of the sequential entities (EID 1 , EID 2 , and EID 3 ); a rule 3 sample composed of the ID 3 triple and ID 5 triple in the "Rule 3 Samples" table of Figure  1 the antisymmetric head entity and tail entity. Many rule samples belonging to the above three types of rules are mined using this manner.
Rule Candidate Extraction
We extract some candidates for rules and do some statistics according to the rule samples. For example, (RID 1 and RID 2 ) in the "Candidates of Rule 1" table of Figure 1 are extracted from each sample of rule 1; (RID 1 , RID 3 , and RID 4 ) in the "Candidates of Rule 2" table of Figure 1 are extracted from each sample of rule 2; (RID 3 and RID 5 ) in the "Candidates of Rule 3" table of Figure 1 are extracted from each sample of rule 3. All candidates of three types of rules are extracted from the rule samples using this way. Then, we rank the candidates in descending order according to the frequencies. Because the inference rule is directed, we need to distinguish the concept relation and the instance relation. The relations in Freebase are hierarchical. For example, the /location/country/capital relation has three diminishing levels (location, country, and capital). To judge the concept relation between /location/country/capital and /location/location/contains, we only judge the concept from the second level, namely country and location, since the first levels are the same. In Freebase, each entity has several object types, as shown in Table 1 . The object type is also hierarchical. We can get the concept level from the object type. For example, we obtain that location is the concept of country from the object type location.country. Thus, the relation /location/location/contains is the concept of the relation /location/country/capital. In addition, we can also get the concept of an entity by leveraging Probase 4 [30] . Given a word, Probase will provide the concepts associated with the word. More usages of Probase can be found in its official website. 4 https://concept.msra.cn/Home/Download 
Score Calculation
Many candidate rules are not correct. Not all results inferred by the candidate rules are reasonable. In KALE [8] , the wrong rules ranking at the top are manually filtered. It is hard to leverage KALE in a large scale knowledge graph, which has a large number of relations. We propose a novel method to automatically select the rules from the candidate pool. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed method. We first generate all of the new triples according to each candidate rule using the function GetNewtriples(), which is introduced as follows.
• Inference candidate rule: Given a candidate rule r 1 ⇒ r 2 , if a triple has the relation r 1 , such as (h,r 1 ,t), a new triple (h,r 2 ,t) can be generated. Each candidate can generate triples in the same manner.
• Transitivity candidate rule: Given a candidate rule (r 1 + r 2 )⇒r 3 , if there are two triples (e 1 ,r 1 ,e 2 ) and (e 2 ,r 2 ,e 3 ), a new triple (e 1 ,r 3 ,e 3 ) can be generated. Each candidate can generate triples in the same manner.
• Antisymmetry candidate rule: Given a candidate rule r 1 ⇔ r 2 , if a triple has the relation r 1 , such as (h,r 1 ,t), a new triple (t,r 2 ,h) can be generated. Each candidate can generate triples in the same manner.
As shown in Algorithm 1, we can calculate the percentage α i about the new triples that exist in original triples K for each candidate rule. We only select the rules whose percentages are greater
T n ← GetNewtriples(r ) 4 :
T ← T ∪ T n 5: end for 6: A ← ∅ 7: for each new triple set T n in T do 8:
A ← A ∪ α i 10: end for 11:
end if 15: end for than the threshold τ . Then, we generate the ground rules for each rule in the triples K. For example, given a rule r 1 ⇒r 2 , we can generate a corresponding ground rule
Finally, we obtain all of the ground rules for each rule.
RULE-ENHANCED KNOWLEDGE GRAPH EMBEDDING
The proposed rule-enhanced knowledge graph embedding method can be easily used in any translation based knowledge graph embedding model, such as TransE [3] . In this paper, we apply it into not only TransE [3] , but also TransH [27] and TransR [13] .
Rule-Enhanced TransE Model
We follow TransE [3] to model the triples. TransE represents a relation by a translation vector r so that the pair of the two embedded entities in a triple (h, r, t) can be linked by r. The score function s 1 (h, r, t) of TransE is:
where h and t are the learned entity embeddings. r is the learned relation embedding, and l 1/2 denotes the L 1 -norm or L 2 -norm respectively. Then, we try to model the ground rules into the knowledge graph embedding process. As shown in Table 2 , we formulate the knowledge graph and the three types of ground rules as first-order logic. In the reference ground rule (the second row in Table 2 ), C denotes the concept of entity h in the triple (h, r 2 , t), which can be obtained in Section 3. The head entity h in two relations r 1 and r 2 has different concepts. For example, in this inference ground rule (Washington, isCapitalof, USA) ⇒ (Washington, isLocatedin, USA), the concepts of the first and second Washington are capital and location respectively. In a inference ground rule, we assume the head entity must be an instance of the concept of the head in second relation if the first relation r 1 want to deduce the second relation r 2 . In addition, we assume that the entity h can deduce the entity t after that the entity h is translated by relation r .
After formulating the knowledge graph and the three types of ground rules as first-order logic, some logical symbols, such as r (·), ⇒, ∈, and ∧, are defined in Table 3 . The ⊗ denotes pairwise multiplication. The a and b can be an entity, a triple or a combination of triples.
We considers three types of ground rules. The first type is ∀h, t: (h, r 1 , t)⇒(h, r 2 , t). Given a ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (h m , r 2 , t n ), the score function is calculated by:
The second type is ∀e 1 , e 2 , e 3 : [(e 1 , r 1 , e 2 )+(e 2 , r 2 , e 3 ) ⇒ (e 1 , r 3 , e 3 )]. Given a ground rule f
[(e l , r 1 , e m ) + (e m , r 2 , e n ) ⇒ (e l , r 3 , e n )], the score function is calculated by:
The third type is ∀h, t :
, the score function is calculated by:
Rule-Enhanced TransH Model
To address the issue of TransE when modeling N-to-1, 1-to-N and N-to-N relations, Wang et al. [27] proposed TransH to enable an entity to have distinct embeddings when involved in different relations. For a relation r , TransH models the relations as a vector r on a hyperplane with w r as the normal vector. The score function s 1 (h, r, t) of TransH is:
where h,t are the learned entity embeddings, r is the learned relation embedding and w r is the learned normal vector. As introduced in section 4.1, we apply the three types of ground rules in the TransH model. For the inference ground rule, given a ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (h m , r 2 , t n ), the score function is calculated by:
Given a transitivity ground rule f [(e l , r 1 , e m ) + (e m , r 2 , e n ) ⇒(e l , r 3 , e n )], the score function is calculated by:
e l ⊥ 3 = e l − w ⊤ r 3 e l w r 3 , e n ⊥ 3 = e n − w ⊤ r 3 e n w r 3 .
Given a antisymmetry ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (t n , r 2 , h m ), the score function is calculated by: Triple and ground rule The format of first-order logic. First-order logic Mathematical expression
Rule-Enhanced TransR Model
The entities in TransR [13] are mapped into vectors in different relation space embedding according to a relation. Thus, the score function s 1 (h, r, t) of TransR is:
where h,t are the learned entity embeddings, r is the learned relation embedding and M r is the learned projection matrix. As introduced in section 4.1, we apply the three types of ground rules in the TransH model. For the inference ground rule, given a ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (h m , r 2 , t n ), the score function is calculated by:
Given a transitivity ground rule f [(e l , r 1 , e m )+(e m , r 2 , e n ) ⇒ (e l , r 3 , e n )], the score function is calculated by:
Given a antisymmetry ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (t n , r 2 , h m ), the score function is calculated by: Sample Gate
GLOBAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
We minimize a global loss over triples and ground rules to learn the entity and relation embedding representation. Our training dataset F contains the original triples and the three types of ground rules. Then, we minimize the following loss function to learn the entity embedding and relation embedding from ground rules and original triples:
where s 1 (), s 2 (), s 3 (), and s 4 () are introduced in Section 4. I n (f ) denotes the gate, which is shown in Table 4 . When a sample is selected, only one gate is active each time. f + is a positive sample, such as a triple or a ground rule, f − is a negative sample constructed by corrupting f + , γ > 0 is a margin separating positive and negative samples, and [x] + max{0, x } denotes the positive part of x. The following constrains are considered when we minimize the loss function:
If f + is a triple sample (h, r, t), the f − is composed of the triple with either the head or tail replaced by a random entity (but not both at the same time), which is shown as the following equation:
If f + is a ground rule sample of rule 1 (h, r 1 , t) ⇒ (h, r 2 , t), the f − can be also constructed by replacing the head or tail with a random entity according to Equation (34):
If f + is a ground rule sample of rule 2 (e 1 , r 1 , e 2 ) + (e 2 , r 2 , e 3 ) ⇒ (e 1 , r 3 , e 3 ), the f − can be constructed by replacing the e 1 or e 3 with a random entity according to Equation (35): If f + is a ground rule sample of rule 3 (h, r 1 , t) ⇔ (t, r 2 , h), the f − can be also constructed by replacing the head or tail with a random entity according to Equation (36):
All of the corrupted triples or ground rules (f − ) cannot exist in the original triples and ground rules. The loss function, shown in Equation (30) , favors lower values of the energy for training triples or rules than for corrupted triples or rules, and this is a natural implementation of the intended criterion. In this paper, the embedding representation of an entity is the same when the entity appears in the head position and tail position of a triple. The optimization is carried out by stochastic gradient descent, over the possible h, r and t.
DISCUSSIONS
we discuss several practical issues of our proposed model. Uniqueness. KALE [8] encode the rules in the form of true value. For example, KALE encode an inference ground rule f (h m , r 1 , t n ) ⇒ (h m , r 2 , t n ) using the following Equation:
where s() can be Equation 1, 6, or 18. However, this rule modeling method only consider the true value of a triple. Many different triples can generate a same score using s(). Thus, many incorrect rules can easily meet the Equation 37. The knowledge graph embedding model would inference inaccurate results according this rule modeling method after learning. In contrast, to guarantee the encoding form of a rule and the rule have one-to-one mapping relation, we propose a general interaction operation for rules to make the components within rules directly interact in the vector space. As shown in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3, each component interact with each other by the algebraic operation in the vector space, and then our rule modeling method return a true value. Consistency. We propose to map all of the triples and rules into first-order logics to achieve the algebraic operations consistency. For a triple (h,r ,t), the relation r is regarded as a function operating on the head entity h and the tail entity t can be deduced after function operation in first-order logic. Thus, a triple (h,r ,t) can be represented as r (h) ⇒ t. Similarly, we can also obtain the first-order logic forms of the ground rules as shown in Table 2 . The common logic symbols between triples and rules are ⇒ and ∧, whose algebraic operations have been defined in Table 3 . Thus, the triples and rules use the same set of algebraic operations. In contrast, KALE [8] use the Equation 37 to express the ⇒ symbol in rule model and use subtraction operation in triple.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we introduce the experimental design, datasets, and results of our proposed model. Through these experiments, we want to verify whether our rule-enhanced method can improve the performance of the translation based knowledge graph embedding models. We use a library for parallel knowledge graph embedding, ParaGraphE 5 [18] , to run several baseline models and implement our model. The results of baselines may be slightly different from the published results due to the asynchronous update in multi-thread setting.
Datasets
Wordnet [15] : This knowledge base is designed to generate an intuitively usable combination of dictionary and thesaurus, and it is used in natural language processing tasks. Its entities (termed synsets) correspond to word senses, and relationships define lexical relations between them. We used the same data version used in [2] [3] [4] : WN18, a subset of Wordnet. Examples of triples are (_score_N N _1, _h pern m, _e aluation_N N _1) or (_score_N N _2, _has_part, _musical_notation
Freebase is a large collaborative and growing knowledge base of general facts. We use the same data version used in [3, 4] : FB15K, a relatively dense subgraph of Freebase where all entities are present in Wikilinks database. In addition, we follow KALE [8] to create a small data version from FB15K with a little difference from KALE. KALE keeps the triples whose relation types start from "people", "location", or "sports" in FB15K. After that, there are totally 192 such relations. Guo et al. [8] manually filtered some ambiguous relations, which is not introduced in detail. To approximate the dataset generated by Guo et al. [8] , we only keep relations whose object type of head entity and tail entity also start from "people", "location", and "sports" from above 192 relations. Finally, there are only 166 relations. This dataset is denoted as FB166 in the rest of this section.
The WN18 and FB15K are released in [3] . For WN18 and FB15K we use the original data split, and for FB166 we extract triples associated with the 166 relations from the training, validation, and testing sets of FB15K. Table 5 gives more details of the three datasets, including the number of entities, relations, triples in train/valid/test set.
We further construct the three types of logic rules for each dataset using the method described in Section 3. Table 6 shows the details of the mined rules: rule 1 (inference rule), rule 2 (transitivity rule), and rule 3 (antisymmetry rule). For the FB166 and FB15K dataset, the thresholds τ of the rule 1, rule 2 and rule 3 are set as 0.5, 0.6, and 0.5 respectively. For the WN18 dataset, the thresholds τ of the rule 1, rule 2 and rule 3 are set as 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 respectively. All of the thresholds are selected according to the validation set. After mining the logical rules, the mined rules are then instantiated with concrete entities (grounding) using the method described in Section 3. The statistics of ground rules are shown in Table 7 . Table 8 shows some examples of the rules in three data sets.
Link Prediction
This task is designed to complete a triple (h, r, t) with h or t missing. Instead of requiring the best answer, this task focuses on the ranking of candidate entities from the knowledge. Evaluation protocol: We use the same metric as TransE [3] : for each testing triple (h, r, t), we replace the head entity h by every entity e in the knowledge graph and calculate a dissimilarity score (by the Equation (1), (6) , or (18)) on the corrupted triple (e, r, t). The rank of the original correct triple is obtained after ranking the scores in ascending order. Similarly, we can get another rank for (h, r, t) by corrupting the tail t.Aggregating over all the testing triples K t , we use three metrics to do the evaluation:
(1) MR: the value of averaged rank or Mean Rank. The smaller, the better. MR is calculated by:
where rank ih and rank it refers to the rank position of the head correct triple for the i th triple by corrupting the head and tail entity. (2) MRR: the value of mean reciprocal rank. The higher, the better. The reciprocal rank is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the correct triple. The mean reciprocal rank is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for all triples. MRR is calculated by:
where rank ih and rank it refers to the same meaning as introducing in MR metric. (3) Hits@n: the proportion of rank not larger than n. The higher, the better. Hits@10, Hits@5, Hits@3, and Hits@1 are used in our experiments. Hits@n is calculated by:
We name original setting as "Raw" setting. If the newly created triple really exists in the knowledge graph, ranking it before the original triple is not wrong. For example, both of a testing triple (Pairs, Located-In, France) and a possible corruption (Lyon, Located-In, France) are valid. In this case, ranking Lyon before the correct answer Pairs should not be counted as an error. Thus, we take the same filtering operation used in [3] to filter out these triples in training, validation and testing data, which is named as "Filt." setting. Finally, we remove Lyon from the candidate entity list before obtaining the rank of Pairs in the above exmaple.
Implementation: As FB15K and WN18 are also used in previous work, the parameters of TransE [3] , TransH [27] , and TransR [13] are set as the same with the parameters in the published works except that the margin γ of TransH is set to 2 and 3 on FB15K and WN18 respectively. Because this configuration achieves the best results in validation set. For the FB166 dataset, we set the same parameters for TransE, TransH, and TransR with the parameters used in FB15K except that the margin γ of TransH is set to 3. The parameters of our proposed rule-enhanced TransE, TransH, and TransR on three datasets are set as the same with the parameters used in original TransE, TransH and TransR except for the learning rate α on FB15K. The learning rate α of the rule-enhanced TransE, TransH, and TransR on FB15K are set as 0.001, 0.004, and 0.0001 respectively. To avoid overfitting, we initialize the entity and relation embeddings with the results of each enhanced model trained on triples, inference rules and transitivity rules. Based on the initialized entity and relation embeddings, we train the enhanced model on antisymmetry rules by using the new learning rate. Here, the "unif" sampling is used in corrupting negative sample. The optimal parameters are determined by the validation set.
Results: The results on FB166, FB15K, and WN18 datasets are shown in Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11 respectively. KALE was proposed by Guo et al. [8] . The TransE(Pre), TransH(Pre), and TransR(Pre) denote that the triples inferred from rules are used directly as training instances in TransE, TransH, and TransR. The TransE(Rule), TransH(Rule), and TransR(Rule) denote that the rules are jointly used with the original triples. From the results of three datasets, we can see that: (1) The Pre version of TransE, TransH, and TransR models outperform the original TransE, TransH, TransR models which use triples alone on three datasets in most cases. This implies that our rule extraction method can generate correct rules, which can infer new triples. (2) The logic rule-enhanced TransE, TransH, and TransR models greatly improve the performance of the original TransE, TransH, TransR methods which use triples alone. This implies that our rule-enhanced method can efficiently help the translation based knowledge graph embedding models to learn better knowledge representation, e.g., entity embedding and relation embedding. In addition, our rule-enhanced method can encode more information of a rule compared with adding an [8] . The KALE just encodes rules into TransE model. We implement it using the ParaGraphE. (4) Our rule-enhanced method significantly improves results on the Hits@1 metric, e.g., the Hits@1 increases from 0.086 to 0.7013 on WN18 dataset using rule-enhanced TransE model. The first rank metric is the most important in real knowledge inference task. The Hits@1 score 0.086 indicates that the original TransE model almost cannot rank the the correct triple in the first. Thus, our method can make knowledge graph embedding method capable of being used in the real knowledge inference task. On the whole, our ruleenhanced method can efficiently leverage the rules to embed the entities and relations into a low-dimensional space.
Triple Classification
The task of triple classification is to confirm whether a given triple (h, r, t) is correct or not, i.e., binary classification on a triple. It is used in [27] to evaluate TransH model. Evaluation protocol: We follow the same protocol in NTN [22] and TransH [27] . Evaluation of classification needs negative labels. Thus, we first create labeled data for evaluation. For each triple in the testing or validation set (i.e., a positive triple), we construct 10 negative triples for it by randomly corrupting the entities, 5 at the head position and the other 5 at the tail position 6 . To further make the negative triples as difficult as possible, we corrupt a position using only entities that have appeared in the position. For example, to construct a corrupted triple given a triple (h o , r, t) by corrupting head entity, the randomly selected head entity h c must be linked to another tail entity by the relation r . In addition, we need to ensure that each corrupted triple does not exist in either the training, validation, or testing set.
The decision rule for classification is simple: for a triple (h, r, t), we simply use the dissimilarity score (by the Equation (1), (6) , or (18) ) to classify triples. If the dissimilarity score is below a relationspecific threshold σ r , the triple is classified into positive. Otherwise negative. The relation-specific threshold σ r is set according to the validation set.
Implementation: In the triple classification, the datasets are the same as the datasets used in link prediction task. The search space of hyperparameters is identical to link prediction. Thus, the optimal hyperparameters are set the same as the hyperparameters in the link prediction task.
Results: The accuracies of the triple classification are shown in Table 12 . From the results, we can see that: (1) The Per-version based TransE and TransH slightly outperform the original models 
RELATED WORK
Recently, many works have made great efforts on modeling knowledge graphs. Knowledge graph embedding encodes entities of a knowledge graph into a continuous low-dimensional space as vectors, and encodes relations as vectors or matrices. Several works use neural network architectures [2, 22] , tensor factorization [6, 17, 20] , and Bayesian clustering strategies [24, 31] to explain triples via latent representation of entities and relations. To capture both the first-order and the second-order interactions between two entities, Jenatton et al. [10] proposed Latent Factor Model (LFM) to adopt a bilinear function as its score function. Recently, TransE [3] , which models the relation as a translation from head entity to tail entity, achieves a good trade-off between prediction accuracy and computational efficiency. TransE is efficient when modeling simple relations, such as one-to-one relations. To improve the performance of TransE on complicated relations, various extensions like TransH [27] , TransR [13] , and TransD [11] are proposed. TransH allows entities to have multiple representations. To obtain multiple representations of an entity, TransH projects an entity vector into relation-specific hyperplanes. TransR also handles the problem of TransE by introducing relation spaces. It allows an entity to have various vector representations by mapping an entity vector into relation-specific spaces. To handle multiple types of relations, TransD constructs relation mapping matrices dynamically by considering entities and a relation simultaneously. However, these models lose the simplicity and efficiency of TransE. To combine the power of tensor product with the efficiency and simplicity of TransE, HOLE [16] uses the circular correlation of vectors to represent pairs of entities. Most existing methods embed the knowledge graph based solely on triples contained in the knowledge graph. Several recent works try to incorporate other available knowledge, e.g., relation paths [12, 14] , entity types [7] , Wikipedia anchors [26] , and entity descriptions [32] . Logic rules have been widely used in knowledge inference and acquisition [5, 19] . Recent works put growing interest in logic rules. Wang et al. [25] and Wei et al. [28] tried to utilize rules via integer linear programming or Markov logic networks. However, rules are modeled separately from embedding models and cannot help in obtaining better embeddings in these approaches. Rocktäschel et al. [21] proposed a joint model which jointly encodes the rules into the embedding. However, this work focuses on relation extraction task and learns the entity pair embedding instead of entity embeddings. In [8] a new method named KALE is proposed to jointly embed the knowledge graph and logic rules. The rules are represented as complex formulae and are modeled by the t-norm fuzzy logics.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, we present a novel logic rule-enhanced method which can be easily integrated with any translation based knowledge graph embedding model. Besides that, an automatic logic rule extraction method is introduced in this work. Our method places the logic rules and triples in the same space. Our experiments show that our proposed method can efficiently improve the performance of knowledge graph embedding in various tasks. Particularly, it brings a great improvement in the filtered Hits@1 evaluation which is a pivotal evaluation in the knowledge inference task. This makes the knowledge graph embedding method capable being applied in the real and large scale knowledge inference tasks. This is our first step in the scope of external knowledge powered knowledge graph embedding. In the future, we will explore more types of effective rules that exist in data. Besides, we plan to handle the embedding of multiple knowledge graphs, such as jointly embedding Freebase and YAGO.
